Formentera to coastal authority: make new walkways accessible
Tuesday, 19 January 2016 20:38

The Formentera Council's office of mobility has contacted the Balearic coastal authority to
request «the removal of architectural barriers in the recently-installed waterfront walkway». The
appeal was made by Formentera's councillor of mobility Rafael González in a letter sent today
to Gabriel Pastor, director of Coastal Demarcation Baleares.

Resident complaints

The Formentera Council hopes its intervention will help solve a problem which has been
reiterated in numerous grievances since December. Resident complaints have taken issue with
the «design of the new duckboard footpaths at different locations along the Formentera
coastline». The remodelled walkway follows the same path as before but «changes have been
made to the height, the angle of inclines and beach access points», González said. The head of
mobility noted that ramps at entry points have been replaced by very large steps.

Following receipt of the complaints, the CiF office of mobility ordered a technical report taking
stock of the new walkway design. The report mentions «spots where walkers could easily fall
distances of more than a metre» and notes other points of «difficult access to beaches,
especially for individuals with reduced mobility and families with baby prams».

Positive review of the remodel

Nevertheless, Councillor González gave a positive review of the coastal authority's investment
in the Formentera coastline and indicated it «is necessary for the regeneration of the island's
dunes». Still, he said Formentera hopes for a solution that can combine «dune regeneration
with proper beach access for everyone».

Hence the Council's petition to «eliminate the architectural barriers in the walkways installed in
Formentera in the final trimester of 2015». In his letter, Councillor González highlighted the
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importance of «removing the stairs and barriers that are problematic in the current walkway».

González said the Council is ready to answer any questions on the subject and provide the
coastal authority with any additional information. He indicated the Council's willingness to
discuss different possible solutions to the problem.
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